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INTRODUCTION 
Statement of the Problem 
Within the past five years several successful experiments have been 
conducted in -which physiological data have been transmitted by radio from 
•within the body to an external receiver. The kinds of information that can 
be handled by such systems are many; pulse rate, respiration rate, temper­
ature, pressure and pH value are representative. These radio transmission 
methods have become known as physiological telemetry. The great advantage 
of telemetry is that no connecting wires or other similar constraints on 
the freedom of movement of the subject are necessary. 
These telemetry methods generally can be classified into two types: 
l) active systems which are powered by a small battery which is an integral 
part of the implanted package, and 2) passive systems which do not have an 
integral energy source but which are constructed in such a manner that they 
respond to an external energy source. Hie passive type units reported to 
date appear to have a very short transmission distance and to have only 
single channel operation. The active units, those not requiring external 
energy for operation, have generally made use of miniature batteries. The 
use of small energy storage batteries has placed upon systems so far re­
ported a limit of approximately 20 feet on the transmission distances and 
often a relatively short time for obtaining useful information before the 
batteries fail. The battery lifetime limitation has been attacked with 
some success by utilizing pulse transmission systems with a small duty 
cycle and by using a battery that can be recharged by an external energy 
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source. Generally, however, these limitations on the distance of trans­
mission and the lifetime of the integral energy source are precluding many 
experiments of great interest and "benefit to the advancement of knowledge 
in the "biological and physiological sciences. 
For radio telemetry systems specifically limited to medical appli­
cations, the possibility arises that the energy required might be extracted 
directly from biological or metabolic sources. The purpose of this re­
search was to explore possible biological sources of energy sufficient for 
radio telemetry power requirements, to outline several procedures which 
might be used for converting this energy to the required electrical form, 
and to investigate in detail a particular conversion method. 
Historical Background 
Radio telemetry has long been a valuable tool of the electronics 
engineer for the study of phenomena which occur either at remote distances 
or at points where environmental conditions make direct observation diffi­
cult or impossible. The application of radio telemetry to physiological 
studies became important with the advent of miniaturized electrical com­
ponents. These made possible the construction of radio transmitters small 
enough for attachment to or insertion within the body of research subjects. 
The reports of several early investigators demonstrated the feasibility of 
such systems and the number of reports and articles in current publication 
is indicative of the current interest and of the wide range of studies now 
in progress. 
The earliest published account of the transmission of physiological 
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data from within the "body cavity appears to be that of Ardenne and Sprung 
(l) in 1956. They reported that a radio transmitter which could be swal­
lowed was successfully used for the diagnosis of intestinal disturbances 
in man and indicated that such information as pressure, temperature and pH 
value could be measured with this system. The system was frequency modu­
lated, used a 1.5 megacycle per second carrier and was powered by a nickel-
cadmium cell yielding about 13 hours of useful operation. MacKay and 
Jacobsen (12) reported in 1957 a similar unit operating at 400 kilocycles 
per second which could transmit two measurements. They used a diaphragm to 
position a tuning slug in the oscillator coil to indicate pressure and the 
temperature coefficients of semi conductors to indicate temperature. The 
apparent battery lifetime was from two to four days. 
In 1958, Marchai and Marchai (13) reported a passive unit they had 
used for some time. It appears to have been a quartz tuned circuit which, 
when pulsed by energy from an external source, responded by "ringing" the 
tuned circuit. Die unit was used to take measurements in the digestive 
tract, and the authors claim it could be positioned in any part of the 
tract by means of a magnet. 
The earliest reported use of a surgically imp!anted transmitter ap­
pears to be that of LeMunyan, et al (il) in January, 1959. They also uti­
lized the kilocycle frequency range. The transmitter was capable of about 
160 days operation to a maximum distance of about 18 feet. It was used to 
locate animals released for ecological studies. Other uses of surgically 
implanted active transmitters reported were the investigation of heart 
function by Kaeburn (10), November, 1959, and the investigation of the rumen 
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pressure In a cow "by Payne (17) in February, 1960. Further use of passive 
transmitters has been reported by Haynes and Witchey (7) in 1960. Diey 
used magnetic induction to ring a tuned circuit, the resonant frequency of 
the ringing indicating intestinal pressure. 
A complete electrocardiography system employing a surgically im­
planted active transmitter was reported in 1960 by Essler (6). (This sys­
tem was deemed of such significance that it was subsequently reported in 
the September 12, 1960, issue of ïïewsweek magazine, page 101.) The author 
indicated that the transmitter had a probable useful lifetime of 160 - 180 
days. The animal subject was placed in a small pen in a laboratory room 
and the pickup antenna was a loop mounted on the walls of the pen, thus the 
transmission distance was probably not more than 10 feet. The transmitter 
was powered by a mercury cell. 
The use of battery powered transmitters was furthered in 1961 by 
Douglas and Seal (4) who reported a system employing a rechargeable nickel-
cadmium cell. The recharging system consisted of an external energy source 
operating at 80 kilocycles per second, a half-wave rectifier circuit inside 
the implanted package and a nickel-cadmium cell. The number of times the 
cell could be discharged and then recharged and retain suitable discharge 
characteristics was not specifically mentioned, but such a limitation is 
known to exist (16). The range of the transmitter was not reported, but 
apparently all experiments were performed inside a laboratory room. 
From the work reported, a relatively low upper limit on the distance 
of transmission can be noted and often a short battery life is an important 
factor in limiting the duration of an experiment. These limitations are 
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generally the result of the volume and weight maxima on implanted packages, 
for if more space and greater weight could be tolerated by the subject, then 
larger more powerful batteries could be used. It is probable that many in­
vestigations requiring operation beyond these limitations are being post­
poned awaiting either further advances in the energy storage capabilities 
of batteries or new and different types of energy sources. 
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APPROACHES INVESTIGATED 
Introduction 
The general method of approach to the study of biological power 
sources was that the energy required should be supplied wholly by the 
subject and that this energy should be available for the useful life of 
the subject or for the duration of the test period. Within this general 
method of approach, the following three subdivisions were considered: l) 
existing biological potentials and chemical gradients; 2) blood pressure 
and blood flow; and 3) muscular activity and motion. . 
In order to evaluate the merits of any energy source device using 
these approaches, a typical telemetering transmission system was hypothe­
sized and the requirements on the energy source determined from this system. 
The details of this calculation are presented in Appendix A. In summary, 
the proposed system was to operate at approximately 16 megacycles per second 
center frequency, have a useful range of 500 meters, have a signal to noise 
ratio greater than three decibels for a noise bandwidth of approximately 
1.6 megacycles and a noise figure of 10, and be capable of this performance 
when implanted to a depth of 0.1 meters in animal tissue. From these con­
siderations it was found that approximately one microwatt of direct-cur-
rent power should be developed by the energy source. 
Biological Potentials and Chemical Gradients 
Biological potentials and chemical gradients were taken as a single 
method of approach to the problem because a device utilizing either would 
have many components and problems similar to a device using the other and 
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also because both would be extracting energy from processes which are es­
sentially chemical in nature. Those potentials and gradients specifically 
chosen for preliminary study were the nerve potentials, the stomach poten­
tials, and the hydrogen ion concentration gradient existing between the 
stomach and the bladder. 
The resting potentials and the action potentials of nerves have been 
studied by physiologists for many years. A summary of current knowledge con­
cerning these potentials can be found in Stacy, et al (25). With regard to 
utilizing nerve potentials as a possible electrical power source, three dif­
ficulties are immediately evident. They are: l) the voltage magnitude 
apparently rarely exceeds 100 millivolts which is a small value to be direct­
ly usablej 2) the quantity of energy extractable would be small since it 
must be replaced by the normal metabolic processes of the body; and 3) the 
direct extraction of electrical current (electrons) from such sources ap­
pears to be a formidable problem. 
Another biological potential in the body is the potential which ex­
ists between the mucosa and serosa of the stomach and which is thought to 
be in some way connected to the production of hydrochloric acid in the 
stomach. Rehm (19), using the dog, has investigated this potential exten­
sively and has reported that a potential of approximately 65 millivolts 
exists between the mucosa and serosa and that he found the electrical equiv­
alent of the chemical energy production rate was about nine microwatts per 
square centimeter of stomach tissue area. The difficulties to be overcome 
in order to utilize this energy are: l) the 65 millivolts voltage is a very 
small value to be directly usable; 2) the equivalent source internal 
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impedance appears to be variable and often quite high; 3) suitable elec­
trode systems would apparently be very complex and very large in size in 
terms of known components and techniques; and 4) permanent electrode con­
tact with body tissues presents problems in tissue reaction. 
The presence of chemical energy gradients such as the hydrogen ion 
concentration difference existing betveen the stomach and the bladder is 
a veil knovn physiological fact. The difficulties in the utilization of 
this energy are principally those already mentioned for potentials. 
With regard to the direct utilization of body potentials, it appears 
that electrodes used must either enter directly into a chemical reaction 
and thereby eventually be destroyed or leave toxic residues, or electrodes 
•which are inert may be used with the attendant problems of supplying or 
removing gases •which, among other things, vould disturb previously estab­
lished contact conditions. 
Because of the difficulties in devising a suitable method for con­
version of energy from the electron transport mechanisms of the body to 
that of electron flow in metallic conductors, the study of biological po­
tentials and chemical gradients vas not continued in detail. 
Blood Pressure and Blood Flow 
Considerable quantitative data are available concerning blood flow 
and blood pressure in the various animals. According to Dukes (5), the 
approximate total power output of the heart may be calculated with the 
following equation: 
7 y2 
Energy per minute ® j? QR + kg - m per min. 
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•where Q is the quantity of blood in liters 
R is the resisting pressure in meters of "blood 
m is the mass of blood moved per minute in kilograms 
V is the velocity of the blood flow in meters per second 
g is the gravitational constant, 9.8 meters per second per 
second. 
Calculations show that the total power output of the heart of a cow is about 
12 watts, that of a man is about 8 watts and that of an average size dog is 
about 0.6 watts. Details of these calculations are presented in Appendix F. 
The diversion of as little as one per cent of this power would be more than 
sufficient for the purpose of powering the radio telemetry system proposed. 
The Potter Instrument Company has constructed a device, The Potter 
ELectroturbinometer (20), which can measure blood flow rate. This device 
and its associated instrumentation was designed and used to measure blood 
velocities by generating an electrical signal proportional to the blood ve­
locity. Such a device might be converted to serve as an electrical power 
source. However, for permanent use, as the authors state, the problems of 
blood clotting caused by foreign bodies in the blood stream, hemolysis, 
and damage to the platelets by mechanical abrasion still remain. For short 
term use, the cumulative damage to the blood components may not be serious, 
and modern anticoagulents such as heparin could be used to inhibit clotting. 
Because of the general sensitivity of the blood to foreign bodies 
and the sensitivity of the circulatory system to outside disturbances, the 
study of blood pressure and blood flow as a source of power was discontinued 
in detail. 
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Muscular Activity and Motion 
Because the major problems associated with the direct conversion of 
biological energy to electrical energy appeared to be more physiological 
than engineering in nature, muscular activity and motion was selected for 
more intensive study and was the subject of the principal research effort. 
Two possible methods of utilizing muscular activity proposed were: 1} the 
use of a single muscle -which could be detached at one end with no great 
inconvenience to the animal; and 2) the use of the complete bodily motion 
of the animal by means of an accelerometer type device. 
The method of utilizing a single muscle detached at one end but in 
tact at its other contact point for nutrition and nerve connection was dis­
continued when it became evident that a feedback stimulating system would be 
complex and -when the recovery rate of a muscle from contraction was found 
to be very slow for continual stimulation. 
The utilization of the complete bodily motion of an animal was chosen 
as the method to be investigated in detail. An important advantage inherent 
in this method was that no direct interference with the body processes need 
be made. The device could be completely encased and the only physiological 
problem would be that of the tolerance of the body to a foreign object sur­
gically implanted. Recent investigations of materials suitable for encap­
sulating such a device indicate that several materials are quite inert. A 
material known as "Silastic", developed by the Dow Coming Company, appears 
to be very suitable for this purpose (2). 
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Specifications 
Because an accelerometer type device, a device inherently requiring 
a certain volume and mass, was to "be considered, a study of volume and 
weight limitations for surgically inserted internal packages was made. A 
preliminary investigation led to the following specifications for an average 
size dog: 
Maximum weight - approximately 200 grams. 
Maximum dimensions - approximately 5 cm by 5 cm by 2 cm. 
Selection of the accelerometer type device for detailed study and determi­
nation of these specifications on its physical size and weight together 
with its required power output of one microwatt completed the preliminary 
investigation of biological power sources. 
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POWER AVAILABLE FROM RANDOM MOTION 
Introduction 
In order to estimate the available power output of an accelerometer 
type device, a means of describing the motion of a subject animal in quan­
titative form was necessary. A preliminary investigation revealed that if 
an animal is subjected to random stimuli, such as would usually be found in 
its normal habitat, the animal's motion would, in all probability, also be 
random in nature. It was therefore proposed that a random type motion be 
used in this study. From studies of random signals by Wiener (25) and 
Middleton (15), it was found that a suitable mathematical description of a 
random motion could be made by specifying an autocorrelation function for 
the motion and, by direct analogy with their work, that an expression for 
the power available from the motion could be derived. 
A General Power Integral 
An autocorrelation function is defined as follows : 
T 
0(F) = lim — f v(t) v(t + T) dt 
T —> CO v 
-T 
where T is the delay time, 2T is the correlation time of interest, v(t) is 
the time description of the function, and v(t + T) is the time description 
of the function when delayed by a time T. If v(t) is defined as the in­
stantaneous velocity of a linear velocity damper, then, for a damping con­
stant c, the average power dissipated in the damper is given by: 
13 
03 
P » I- J  iv(jco)|2 dco 
-00 
where œ is the radian frequency and |v(jco) |2 is the square of the absolute 
value of the frequency spectrum of v(t). The term |v(jœ) | , often called 
the power spectral density, was found by noting that it is equal to the 
Fourier Transform of the autocorrelation function. Die details of the 
development of this power integral are given in Appendix B. 
One further modification of the power integral will considerably in­
crease its usefulness. If the velocity function v(t) is the result or out­
put of some linear system operating on an input velocity, v^t), which is 
Fourier Transformable, then the output power may be related to the input 
velocity. From linear system analysis it is known that 
V( jto) = T(jco) 
where V^( jœ) is the Fourier Transform of v1ri(t) and T( jo>) is the transfer 
function of the linear system. Then, since 
|v(jm)|2 = |T( jco) V^Cjm)!2 - |T(jw)(2 |v^(jm)|2 
the power integral becomes 
00 
P =  h  J  lT(«3œ)|2 |v^(jm)|2 dm . 
-00 
The Autocorrelation Function 
and Squared Velocity Spectra 
Once the assumption of random motion of the carrier had been made, 
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several possible autocorrelation functions appeared to "be feasible mathe­
matical representations of this motion. Because calculations revealed 
little difference in the result "but same difference in the ease of manipu­
lation and computation, the often used exponential autocorrelation function 
•was used here (See Appendix C). It is given "by: 
"where o is the rms velocity and is the correlation time constant. A 
graph of 0(T) versus T is shown in Fig. 1. 
3h Appendix B it is shown that 
indicates the Fourier Transform of the function in the braces 
Therefore, 
00 
by Euler's equation. Be-
-<\M 
cos ayr is an even function and e sin arr is an odd cause e 
function, 
A graph of this function is shown in Fig. 2. 
1.2 
0.8 -
0.4 
Fig. 1. 0(t) versus t 
3.0 
2.0 
1.0-
4J0 L0 3-0 
Fig. 2. |v( j<o)|2 versus co 
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Hie Linear Transfer Function 
Hie linear transfer function will depend upon the type of accelero-
meter system proposed. Two types which were investigated are described in 
the following material where they are designated as the Ttype I system and 
the %rpe II system. 
The system designated as the Type I system, a simple mass, damper, 
and spring system, is shown diagramatically in Fig. 3. The differential 
equation describing this system is 
at at 
Solving this equation by Laplace Transform methods yields 
2 
T(s) s 
s2 + - s + -
m m 
T(jm) ^ 
(k/m - œ ) + jœ — 
If critical damping is assumed as a special case, then these equations 
become 
2 
T(s) -
[s + \/k/m J 
T(jm) 
/k/m + jm 
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. / / / ^ / l /V, 
*-C 
'fftfiT ^rznrav 
% L ,/?,,,, ** 
„ Frd: me 
x » 
Fig. 3. A type I system 
m 
Fig. 4. A type II system 
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A more complex system, designated the Type II system, is shown in 
Fig. 4. This system is described by the simultaneous differential equa­
tions 
J —& + c ~ + k(9 - 0) * 0 
dt 
2 g 
mi2 ~o + ™S' ^  + k(0 - 0) • mi . 
dt dt 
After solving by Laplace Transform methods, the transfer function is found 
to be 
T(s) " JT 
s 4 + < § > s 3 H H * ^ ) s 2 + < H * f â ) s  +  ( 5 f )  
In order to simplify this equation for further manipulation, let 
c 
a » ^  
CI 
mi 
5 = If 
Then 
T(s) - 57 
s4 + as3 + Ps2 + ys + ô 
T(jœ) J i 
-CD 
(CD4 - PCD2 + 6) + j(yco - Cto3) 
and 
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|T(jCD)|' CD 
m8 +(a2-2P)œ6 +(p2+25-3Dir)to4 +(y2-26P)cD2 + 62 
The Power Equations 
The power integral, given on page 13 is 
00 
J  lT(jœ)l2 Iv^Cjœ)!2 dm. 2* 
By direct substitution, the available power from each type system is Type I 
\ - k f  
m 
<1 - ™2)2 • (f)2 
1
—
 OJ 
i 
2 2 
+ m 
dm 
Type II 
1 
2 2<r dm 
œ8+(ct2-2p )œ6+( p2+2B-20r )a£+(y-26p )a^+62 2 , 2 +m 
Both of these integrals are amenable to solution by the method of residues 
(8). Because of the quantity of algebra involved, the details of the solu­
tion are presented in Appendix D. In terms of the system parameters, the 
solutions are 
m 
°ï + V#) + m 
(f + _) o^l + £(f + _)4ql + Ji 
P2 = a mci^ 
<4+ (§)a(+ (l+f+-&K+ ¥t+ +If 
mi mi 
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In order to simplify the evaluation of these expressions, typical 
values for the parameters describing the random motion were taken as: 
a (rms linear velocity) = 1.0 foot per second or 0.305 meters per 
second 
(angular "cut-off" frequency) = 6.28 radians per second. 
Œhe limitations on the volume and weight of a practical device placed upper 
limits on the values of m, I, and J. The following values were chosen as 
representative: 
m (mass of the pendulum) = 0.1 kilogram, one-half of the total mass 
i (pendulum arm length) = 0.02 meters 
J (rotational inertia = MR2) = (0.05)(0.02)2 = 2 x 10~3 kg - m2. 
The gravitational constant is 9.8 meters per second in the mks system of 
units employed here. As a result of these limitations and assumptions, the 
parameters c, the damping constant, and k, the spring constant, were the 
parameters which could he varied in order to maximize the power equations r 
With regard to the result that only c and k may be varied greatly, 
the expressions for and P^ were rearranged as follows : 
c(^) + k(i) 
2 
a mcc^ 
*m 
4 + c(m > + 
P2 « a ma^ 
+ k + (
~3*' ° + kc 
ml Jml 
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Inspection of the expression for P^ showed that "both c and k should 
be as large as possible so that the bracketed term approached its limiting 
value of unity. Die theoretical maY-imum for P^ is then 
P1 max = = (0.505)2(0.1)(6.28) = 58.3 milliwatts 
for the parameter values given in the foregoing material. The mayi'mrm 
power available from a practical device will be determined by the values 
of expression, let c and k be related to each other by the following ex­
pression: 
c2 = (Am. 
Substitution of this expression into P^ and dividing numerator and denomi-
2 
nator by co^ gave 
a(—) + 2 
2 HOl o>l 2 H H 
2 k ®0 
where = —• A plot of P^ versus (—} is shown in Fig. 5 for several 
2 ^ 
values of a. if a = 4.0, then the system is said to be critically damped. 
This plot shows that, although theoretically c and k should be as large as 
possible for values of (—) greater than a value of approximately unity, 
the increase in available power may not be sufficient to make further prac­
tical refinements advisable because of the increasing difficulty in attain-
œ0> 
ing these greater values of (—;• 
22 
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% Fig. 5. P1 versus (—) 
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Inspection of the expression for P^ shoved that P^ vas almost com­
pletely insensitive to variations in c and k. Comparing the constants and 
the coefficients of c and k revealed the following: 
fL 
l JT . mi2 Jl 
J 3~ 
2 
ml2 Ji J 
or simplified, 
" Ç t  " 3 ^ ,  
cn^ I mi 
J 
For the system parameters chosen, the term jjjj^ is less than five per cent 
g 
of p— . As a result, the complete bracketed expression can vary only be-V 
tween the value given by the foregoing ratio of coefficients and a maximum 
value of unity. This value of unity occurs when the quadratic term formed 
by the product of k and c is the controlling term in both the numerator 
and the denominator. Further inspection showed that this term was rela­
tively insignificant for values of the product kc less than 10 ^  and that 
it did became the controlling term for values of the product kc greater 
-3 
than 10 • 
Atypical values for k and c were derived from an analog computer sim­
ulation of the problem (See Appendix E). The analog computer used proved 
unsatisfactory for a complete solution because of excessive drift in the 
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d-c amplifiers, but some data derived vere suitable. The analog solution 
k indicated that a j value of approximately five vas appropriate, thus an 
approximate value of k = 5J = 5(2 x 10~5) = 10~4 for the system chosen. 
Similarly, a value of j of approximately tvo was typical, thus a value of 
c = 2J = 2(2 x 10~5) = 4 x 10"5. 
From this information, the quadratic term vas found to be insignifi­
cant in the evaluation of P^- Therefore, the value of P^, the power avail­
able from the "type II system, vas found to be 
Pg = (58.3 x 10 °)(0.925) = 53.8 milliwatts 
for typical values as given in the foregoing material. Thus, regardless 
of the values of k and c, the power available from the Type II system 
would be not less than 53.8 milliwatts nor more than 58.3 milliwatts for 
the system parameters chosen. 
Summary 
The importance of these results to this investigation of biological 
power sources is found in the order of magnitude of the power delivered to 
a linear velocity damper. This magnitude of tens of milliwatts available 
should allow the delivery of one microwatt of d-c power to a transmitter 
with little difficulty, even though the conversion from mechanical to 
electrical power is very inefficient. 
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MECHANICAL TO ELECTRICAL CONVERSION 
Introduction 
The problem of converting the available mechanical pover into the 
required electrical pover vas approached by two methods. They vere: l) 
the use of a permanent magnet rotor a-c generator, and 2) the use of a 
piezoelectric crystal. These two methods were to produce an alternating 
current which would then be rectified and the resulting direct current 
applied to a miniaturized transmitter. Consideration of practical oscil­
lator circuits indicated that a d-c power of approximately 1.0 microwatt 
would be sufficient for a simple sine wave oscillator utilizing semicon­
ductor devices. These would require a terminal voltage of approximately 
0.4 volts at a load of approximately 10 microamperes. A maximum equiva­
lent internal impedance of 3,000 ohms was specified although the importance 
of this impedance would depend primarily upon the type of oscillator cir­
cuitry employed. 
The Permanent Magnet Generator 
The study of the permanent magnet rotor a-c generator progressed 
through several stages from simple instrument magnets and coils of wire to 
complete generator construction. Three stages of investigation are rep­
resented by the models in Fig. 6. In Fig. 6a is shown a pendulum system 
vith an instrument permanent magnet as the pendulum weight and a fixed 
coil of wire. As the magnet moved past the coil of wire, a narrow pulse 
of voltage of approximately 0.1 volt was generated. In Fig. 6b is shown 
26 
Fig. 6a. Pendulum and fixed coil 
6b. Pendulum and tachometer generator 
27 
Fig. 6c. %rpe II system generator 
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a pendulum and gear train vith a 11:1 ratio "which drives a d-c tachometer 
generator. This system, when carried about or moved on the casters, gen­
erated about 50-100 microwatts but was unsatisfactory because of its size 
and the large amount of drag in the commutator brushes. In Fig. 6c is shown 
a complete generator utilizing a Ttype II system for increasing the relative 
velocity of the rotor and stator. A clock main spring was the torsional 
spring. It was very heavy and quite large. 
A major difficulty with this permanent magnet method was the reduc­
tion of the total weight and volume of the generator while maintaining suit­
able flux paths for the magnetic fields; these are conflicting requirements. 
Another difficulty was the "locking-in" of the pole faces of the rotor on 
those of the stator. In order to maintain a relatively high flux density, 
the air gap between rotor and stator pole faces should be short. The short­
er the air gap was made, the greater was the torque required to rotate the 
rotor from its "locked-in" position. Another difficulty was that the rel­
ative velocity of the stator and rotor was small, thus a large number of 
turns of copper wire would be required to generate the minimum voltage. 
The weight and volume limits conflicted with this requirement also. 
A %rpe I system driving a generator would experience all of these 
difficulties, excessive weight and volume, slow relative velocities, and 
a large number of turns required. The %ype II system was an attempt to 
increase the relative velocity of the rotor and stator of a generator by 
means of energy stored in the rotational spring. The "locking-in" of the 
rotor was an advantage, although a small one, in that the rotor would not 
rotate until the pendulum shaft had rotated through some angular displacement. 
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When the rotor did move, it moved rapidly to the adjacent or to the second 
stator pole position and "locked-in" in that position. Biis produced a 
higher voltage "but for a shorter interval of time. The internal impedances 
of both systems, although they were not measured, would presumably be less 
than the Tmwitmnn of 3,000 ohms specified. 
An additional factor, that of inherent frictional losses, would 
probably became increasingly important in further miniaturization than 
that attempted. Because of these difficulties, a final miniaturization 
of a permanent magnet rotor generator was not attempted. 
The Piezoelectric Crystal Converter 
Piezoelectric crystals of various materials and a variety of "cuts" 
have been used as electro-mechanical transducers for some time (14). These 
crystals can be obtained easily and are not usually expensive. The major 
advantage offered to this investigation by piezoelectric crystals was their 
light weight and small volume. 
The output voltage of a piezoelectric crystal can be made very high. 
A value of 20,000 volts has been reported by the Clevite Corporation for 
a special ceramic type (3). A typical phonocartridge crystal will deliver 
4-5 volts into an open circuit or very high impedance. The equivalent 
source impedance of a piezoelectric crystal is very high, normally 100,000 
ohms or higher, presenting an impedance matching problem in circuits re­
quiring a low impedance source. A typical phonocartridge of the type in­
vestigated in this research is shown in Fig. 7 and the internal mountings 
and the crystal are shown in Fig. 8. It can be seen from Fig. 8 that the 
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Fig. 7. Hionocartridge 
Fig. 8. Cartridge components 
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crystal itself is mounted in soft rubber. Thus, the efficiency of con­
version of the mechanical torque to electrical pover vas low. 
Measurements of the d-c pover output of a phono cartridge were made 
by passing the cartridge needle lightly over an unpolished but smooth sur­
face and rectifying the output with a full-wave semiconductor diode bridge. 
It was determined that the crystal could deliver approximately 15 micro­
watts to a matched load. The output was an alternating voltage containing 
frequencies to well above 1,000 cycles per second. Impedance matching vas 
then possible with a miniature input transformer, the one chosen being a 
100K to IK air core transistor input transformer. A completely satisfac­
tory d-c voltage of approximately 0.5 volts at a d-c current of approxi­
mately 30 microamperes was delivered when the crystal was moved lightly 
over the test surface. Theoretically, this voltage and current output 
level would be sufficient to power a semiconductor oscillator. 
Summary 
As a result of the preliminary investigation and evaluation of the 
proposed methods of conversion from mechanical to electrical power the 
piezoelectric crystal was selected for further study. The output voltage 
and current were found to be sufficient, theoretically, to operate an os­
cillator and the approximate source impedance of 1,000 ohms was less than 
the previously determined maximum of 3,000 ohms. Its smmii size and weight 
were also important advantages. 
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A TEST MODEL 
Introduction 
The proposal to utilize a piezoelectric crystal converter vas test­
ed for feasibility by constructing a converter and attaching an oscillator 
circuit to the output of the converter. As this vas to be a feasibility 
study only, no attempt to miniaturize the phonocartridge assembly vas made 
although it can be seen from Fig. 8 that the overall length could probably 
be reduced by one-half by suitable changes in the torque-transmitting yoke 
and the tvo electrical output connections. 
Description of the Test Model 
The test model consisted of essentially tvo parts, the converter 
assembly and the oscillator. A photograph of the complete converter and 
oscillator test model is shovn in Fig. 9. 
The test converter vas constructed, in order of electrical connec­
tion, of the phonocartridge, a 100K to IK impedance matching transformer, 
a semi conductor diode bridge rectifier and a 47 microfarad capacitor con­
nected to the output of the rectifier. As an unmodified phonocartridge 
vas used, a phonograph needle vas employed to transmit the mechanical dis­
placement of the frame to the crystal. 
The test oscillator circuit employed a Hoffman HU-10 Uni-tunnel 
diode in series vith an inductor. This Uni-tunnel diode exhibits a nega­
tive resistance region similar to that of a tunnel diode except that it 
occurs at a nominal current peak of 10 microamperes. This oscillator vas 
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Fig. 9. Hie test model 
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then a simple negative resistance sine-wave oscillator "whose frequency of 
oscillation vas approximately that of the series resonant frequency of the 
inductor and the junction capacitance of the diode. The radio frequency 
output pover of this oscillator vas found "by using the following approxi­
mate formula for silicon devices: 
P0 = g! vhere Ip is the peak value of the current at 
beginning of the negative resistance region. 
A complete discussion of tunnel diode circuitry and a development of the 
foregoing formula are given in the Tunnel Diode Manual (24). 
Characteristic's of the Test Model 
The characteristics of the HU-10 diode vere checked by using the 
Tektronix Transistor Curve Tracer. The peak current vas found to be six 
microamperes so that the approximate power output at a resonant frequency 
of approximately tvo megacycles per second vas 
P 0» g!»  ^  X28°— * 0,22 microwatts. 
The d-c input pover vas approximately, for V and I in the negative resist­
ance region of the diode, 
= Vdc 1^ = (0.12)(5 x 10 6) = 0.72 microwatts. 
Thus, the conversion efficiency of the oscillator vas approximately 30 per 
cent. A photograph of the oscilloscope presentation of the oscillator 
waveform is shown in Fig. 10. It can be seen that the waveform contains 
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no large harmonic frequency components and is quite frequency stable. A 
test of the frequency and amplitude stability shoved that for a voltage of 
from 0.11 volts to 0.14 volts applied to the diode, no significant changes 
could be found. Oscillations vere sustained for voltages from 0.10 volts 
to 0.15 volts, but at the extremes both frequency and amplitude varied 
videly. The electrical circuit representation of the complete test model 
is shovn in Fig. 11. 
Summary 
The feasibility of operating an oscillator from the pover supplied 
by a piezoelectric crystal vas demonstrated by the test model. The con­
verter vas found to be light in veight, small in size and sufficiently 
powerful to yield sustained oscillations using the test oscillator. This 
result completed the investigation of biological pover sources. 
: 
Fig. 11. Test model schematic 
\ 
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CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
Review of the Results 
Die results of the investigation of biological pover sources in­
dicated that at least one method, the use of a piezoelectric crystal for 
converting the energy of motion into electrical energy, is a feasible 
method for powering physiological telemetering systems. Because there are 
no batteries to replace, this method becomes even more important for those 
telemetry systems which employ surgically implanted transmitters. 
The preliminary investigation of the biological potentials and 
chemical gradients indicated that at present, the electrode problems are 
very troublesome, but that these sources may become useful if and when this 
electrode problem is solved. 
The use of the energy of the circulatory system, blood pressure and 
blood flov, also has promise but, at present, the damage to the blood com­
ponents is the primary reason for not utilizing this energy. As the in­
vestigations of new materials continues, it is possible some may be found 
that vill permit long term use of devices inserted directly into the blood 
vessels vith only small, tolerable amounts of damage to the circulatory 
system. 
Suggestions for Improving the Converter 
The converter used to demonstrate the feasibility of a transmitter 
powered by biologically supplied energy could be improved in several re­
spects. Among the most important of these are: 
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1) the size could be reduced considerably by designing a much 
more compact torque transmitting lever and yoke and by a much 
more compact system of output electrical connections; 
2) much more active crystals than the Rochelle Salt type are 
available, of special interest are the new ceramic types; 
3) perhaps a bimorph (simple lever or "leaf spring" type) crystal 
would be more suitable for many purposes; 
4) a method of voltage regulation, perhaps using the junction 
voltage of a semiconductor diode as a reference, would provide 
greater stability (the test model should be regulated at 0.12 
volts, the source often supplied more than this and the oscil­
lations ceased until the voltage again dropped to the negative 
resistance region of the diode). 
Some Possible Uses for the Converter 
The particular problems for which this converter could be used 
would, in part, determine the mechanical system employed to activate the 
crystal. Two possible uses, utilizing two different mechanical systems, 
might be measurement of the respiration rate and measurement of the linear 
acceleration of a subject. 
Respiration rate might be measured by a system which used the expan­
sion and contraction of the thoracic cavity to operate a bellows type de­
vice which in turn could cause activation of the crystal. The crystal 
could be held in place by the rib cage. As the lungs expanded and con­
tracted, a voltage would be generated and a pulse of radio frequency energy 
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would, be transmitted, one pulse upon expansion and another upon contraction. 
Linear acceleration might be measured by a Type I system and the 
piezoelectric converter. When acceleration or deceleration occured, the 
oscillator would be activated and a signal transmitted. 
The basic requirement for these converter systems is that relative 
motion between two points or two surfaces be present. The crystal itself 
can be made to vibrate at a much faster rate than the relative motion in 
several ways. For example, the crystal could be moved over a surface 
which is very slightly roughened or which has a predetermined groove simi­
lar to a phonograph record groove cut in the surface. These are not dif­
ficult requirements because the required strain on a piezoelectric cry­
stal is in the order of thousandths of an inch. 
In conclusion, the feasibility of operating a telemetry oscillator 
without batteries was shown. The mechanical motion to electrical energy 
converter developed was shown to be useful whenever any type of relative 
mechanical motion was available as well as for the random motion acceler-
ometer system originally proposed. The power source developed in this 
investigation would seem to have great promise for use in future physio­
logical telemetry systems. 
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APPENDIX A 
Pover Requirements for Physiological Telemetering 
A transmitter implanted vithin animal tissue and transmitting infor­
mation to a receiver located in air at some distance from the receiver 
must develop its radiated pover into a lossy medium, that of animal tis­
sue. The electrical properties of tissue, for radio frequencies less 
than about 500 megacycles per second are general!y taken to be those of 
a homogeneous saline solution similar to salt water. Above about 500 
megacycles, the electrical properties of skin, fat, and the deep tissues 
become sufficiently dissimilar that the assumption of homogeniety is no 
longer valid. ( 21 ) The telemetry systems proposed all vere to operate 
at frequencies considerably belov 500 megacycles. Therefore, tissue vas 
-7 
assigned the following physical constants: n = 4it x 10 henrys per 
meter; e = — =- farads per meter; and a = 4 mhos per meter. These 
36 Jt x 10y 
constants are respectively the permeability, the permittivity or dielec­
tric constant, and the conductivity of the medium. The remainder of the 
transmission path vas to be in air and the accepted values of these phys-
-7 i ical constants for air is: n = 4it x 10 henrys per meter; € = — 
36 Jt x 10 
farads per meter; and a - 0 mhos per meter. 
Jordan (9 ) gives the following equations for describing the propa­
gation of plane waves of electromagnetic energy in a generalized medium: 
X (propagation constant) = (jo^cr)(l + ) per meter 
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il (intrinsic impedance) = ^— ohms 
a + jwe 
where to is the radian frequency of the radio wave and j is the complex 
variable operator. For air, with a ~ 0, these reduce to 
Tair'-l10 "c "air= 5 
and for tissue, since ~ « 1 for the frequencies considered, 
rtissue = = ^ C1 + J1) Per meter 
^tissue m ^ = E (1 + J1) otas" 
Hie reduction in strength of the electromagnetic field can be de­
scribed, for a plane wave, by the following equations, also in Jordan 
( 9 )  
-CCI E_ a E, e , E = E 
2 1 ' 4 "3 T)3 + \ 
where E is the electric field intensity in volts per meter, Ct is the 
attenuation (real part of y) in nepers per meter, and the subscripts 1,2 
refer to two points in the same medium and the subscripts 3,4 refer to 
two boundary points in the different media, . :edia 3 and media 4. Further 
reduction in the field strength occurs because the radio waves will not be 
plane waves but will be concentrated in one general direction by the an­
tenna system employed. The system with minimal concentration is the iso­
tropic antenna system, one which radiates equally in all directions in 3-
dimensional space. For this least desirable system, the power densities in 
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watts per square meter at various distances are related by (9) P^/P^ = 
2 / 2  d^/dg and the power density at a distance d is related to the radiated 
power by P^ = W^^/^nd2. As a result, radiated power is attenuated by 
both "spreading" of the field and by losses in the medium through -which 
it is propagated. 
To approximate the attenuation resulting from the lossy medium, let 
the thickness of tissue be 0.1 meters and the frequency be 15.9 megacycles 
7 
per second, giving an cu of 10 radians per second. Bien 
-
D07)(ÉJT X 10~7)(4) 
2 
1/2 
= /sir nepers /meter 
&£ = 0.1 /~8rt = 0.5 nepers and E^ = E^e = (^)E^ . 
That this approximation from plane wave theory is reasonably valid 
for short transmission distances in tissue is verified by an experiment 
performed by Douglas and Seal (4). At 100 megacycles, they found that 
signal strength was reduced to 75 per cent of that in free air -when the 
transmitter was implanted inside the body cavity of a dog. It thus appears 
that the calculations presented may be somewhat pessimistic in the pre­
dicted results, but, though the thickness of tissue used in the experiment 
was not specified, it appears to have been less than the 0.1 meters 
assumed in the calculations. 
The attenuation in the tissue due to the spherical wave front is, 
for power density at the 0.1 meter distance 
W 
P„ , = % - 8 V watts/meter . 
4it(0.l) rad 
In terms of the electric field intensity at any point, the power density 
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at that point may "be written 
pd = E 2°|^|9 watts/meter2 
where E is the instantaneous peak value of the electric field intensity 
and cos e is the power factor for the medium. At the boundary "between 
tissue and air, the electric field changes in value "because of reflections 
due to the different intrinsic impedances of air and tissue. These im­
pedances are: 
dr =yT = 120* ohms> \issue =V1F L-ÎÉ- ohms-
Therefore, 
TJ 
ai
Eair 2 nair . 
= 2 
^tissue ^tissue + ^ air 
From the above calculations, including both attenuating factors, 
«Hp ^*rad 
tissue 0.1 9 
cos e 9 
Then E^r - 4 
304 P0.1 " ^/"air " I!®! Mrad 
m 
or finally P0<1 = 0.1 Wr&d watts/meter2 . 
m 
To complete the calculation, for any point d in air, d in meters, the 
power density is given by 
P = (0.1 W ) (%^)2 = —-^p watts/meter2 . 
a 1000 d 
For satisfactory reception of the information, the signal to noise 
ratio should be greater than three decibels where the decibel level is 
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P 
given "by s/N = 10 log^ decibels where is noise power and is 
n 
the received power, both in watts. Wn> the effective noise power, is 
found from the following (18) 
W = k T B F watts 
n 
-23 
where k (Boltzman's constant) = 1.38 x 10 joules per degree K 
T = Temperature in degrees K (Kelvin), typically 300° K 
B = effective noise bandwidth, typically 0.1 center frequency 
F = noise figure, typically about 10. 
Thus Wn = (1.38)(300)(1.59)(10)(10"23)(106) = 10-14 watts. 
From this calculation, the minimum received power is 
3  
-
1 0  i°Gio 
Pr = 10~14 (10+0,3) = 2 x 10"14 watts. 
To refer this minimum power to a typical receiving system, consider 
a half-wave dipole in free space for which the received power is given by 
( 9 ) Pr 33 A P^ where A is the effective aperture of the antenna and P^ is 
the power density at the antenna. The effective aperture for this antenna 
2 is 1.31 X where X is the wavelength. The wavelength for a 15.9 megacycle 
radio wave is approximately 20 meters. Thus 
Pr 0 (1.31)(20)2 Pd = 524 Pd watts 
or, from the above calculatLons, 
P -14 
Pd = 5§4 = 2 X ^ 24— = 4 x 10"17 watts/meter2 . 
If d is taken as 500 meters, then the required radiated power is 
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"rad = 1000 Pd d2 = (1C>5)(4 x 10~17)(25 x 104) = lO-8 watts. 
In order to determine the quantity of d-c source power necessary to 
radiate the above theoretical minimum power, consideration must be given 
to the efficiency of coupling from the oscillator to the medium supporting 
the radiation and to the efficiency of the oscillator in converting the 
d-c source power to radio frequency energy. Since it is conceivable that 
total over-all efficiency might be less than ten per cent, a minimum d-c 
source power of approximately one microwatt should be available. 
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APPENDIX B 
A General Power Equation 
Let a velocity function "be defined as follows: 
- T < t < T 
elsewhere 
vT(t) = v(t) 
vT(t) = 0 
where v(t) is defined for all t. Then 
i rT ^T( f )  g!  J  v T( t  + T)  d t  
and 
= ^  JvT(t) vT(t + t) dt 
-00 
from the definition of v^(t). The Fourier Transform of 0^(t) is then: 
00 y CO 
2T f (J  VT^ V t + t) dt ) e"^"^ dT 
-oo V -co 
00 / 00 
=  
à J* (  J VT  ^VT  ^+ e"^* + dt J dT 
UCO l _» 
If s = t + t, then ds = dT, and 
nM = è f / Vs)e"JŒS as) ( /TT(t) 
J -00 / N -00 
eJ°* dt 
Thus: 
#m(T) = & V_(jœ) V*(jo>) = |v_(jm)|' y ' - 2T T Txo-/ 2T 1 T 
* 
where VT(jœ) is the complex conjugate of V^(jw). 
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Also, VT( jeu) and v^(t) form a transform pair because 
c i 00 T ^ I vT(t)j = JSvT(t)e"jCOfc dt = J v(t)e~jCOfc dt = V^(jci)) 
U30 _T 
If vT(t) is the velocity of the damping element of a mechanical 
system, the instantaneous power dissipated in the damper is p^,( t) = 
c|v,p(t)|2 where c is the damping constant of the system. Also, from the 
definitions of vT(t) and V^( ju>), 
00 
v?(t) = r^'1 j' VT(jm)| = i J Vj.( joj) dm. 
Thus, the average power dissipated in the damping over the period 2T secoz 
is: 
T T / °° \ 
PT = 2TJ" dt = 2rJV'lft^ ( 2nf dt* 
-T -T X -œ 
As both integrals are absolutely convergent, the order of the integration 
may be interchanged, and 
» / T 
PT (2T)(2it) JVT^)[JVT^ 
00 
Therefore, 
I 
e^0* dt ) do) 
-T 
°° V (jw) V*(jm) 
—2T 
-00 
c r IVJw)r 
-oo 
To extend the use of this equation to include v(t), defined for *n 
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|vTOo>)|2 
t, requires an additional restriction. The term — is, dimen-
sionally, average power density per unit damping over the frequency inter­
val das. If v(t) belongs to a time stationary process, then the average 
power density of v(t) is given by (8) 
lv(jœ)|2 = 11m ^ lv (jœ)|2 
T ->oo ^ 1 
Then, average power is given by 
00 
p  =  b  J  hw l 2  d m -
-00 
Because V(jco) will diminish rapidly in amplitude as cd becomes large, con­
vergence of this integral is assured from physical considerations. 
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APPENDIX C 
A Comparison of Two Autocorrelation Functions 
Two velocity autocorrelation functions were proposed as possible 
descriptions of the random movements of a subject. They were: 
^(t) . „2 |t| 0o(T) = 
1 + (tUjT) 
Taking the Fourier Transform of these functions gives the following 
squared velocity spectra (see Appendix B): 
, 2  
Ivjjœ)!' 
2 2am. 
2 2 
+ 0) 
|V2(jœ)|2= ^ •? 1 
A graph of these two squared velocity spectra as functions of (m/m^) is 
shown in Fig. 12. 
If these squared velocity spectra are substituted into the general 
2 
power integral and the term |T( jm) | is assumed to be a ratio of poly­
nomials as for a physical system, then the following integrals result: 
00 
c 
2n J |T(jœ)|2 
_00 
2c2 
+ m2 
dm 
p 2 - è  f  
"i 
a2 e •1*1 dm 
Inspection of P^ shows that, for |T(jm) | a ratio of polynominals, 
the entire integrand will be a ratio of polynomials and probably can be 
solved by the method of residues. Inspection of Pg shows that the expo­
nential term apparently prevents finding a solution in closed form. In 
order to further evaluate the difficulty and the quantity of the work 
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Fig. 12. Two squared velocity spectra 
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involved in the solution of these integrals, a simplified transfer function, 
2 
|T(jœ)|2 = CO 
k/m + œ 
2 
, vas substituted into the 
integrals and the solutions found for c = 4km. 
The solution of is included as a special case of the Type I system 
solution presented in Appendix D. A graph presenting the results of this 
evaluation is shown in Fig. 13 . 
The integral Pg> folloving substitution of the given transfer function, 
was rearranged into the following form: 
o 
v2 
P_ = a2 /km 
00 
r j  
0 LV 
(cu/c^)' 
dCœ/ci^) 
This integral vas then referred to the digital computer group for solution 
using a method of approximation suggested in an article by Ser. ( 22) The 
approximation used vas: 
= 2 vt £ 1 + 0 (3 Pi - «.X-iAq - 11 1  J  2 
vhere d : = f -Z-Z dx p = f — 
" ^ (x + if " V (% + 
dx 
and x = (w/\) 1 = -§- = 
o^m 
A graph presenting the results of this solution for values of q from 0.45 
to 1.0 is shown in Fig. 14 . 
A comparison of the results as presented in Fig. 13 and Fig. 14 shows 
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5 
0)„ 
Fig. 13. P^ versus (—), critical damping 
u>„ 
Fig. 14. Pg versus (—) 
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that the two autocorrelation functions yield values which are of the same 
order of magnitude and not too significantly different. Because the use 
of the exponential autocorrelation function led to a much less involved 
solution process, it was taken as the describing function for the random 
motion. 
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APPENDIX D 
Evaluation of the Power Integrals P^ and Pg 
Die integrals for the power available from both the Type I system 
and the ïtype II system are ameanable to solution by the method of resi­
dues. Biese solutions have been tabulated for the general integral of the 
form „ i r s.(x) J h W h (-x) 
-00 
•where 
gjx) = lyX2""2 + + + 
hQ(x) = aQxn + y11"1 + -11" ' — + a 
n 
and the roots of h^(x) all lie in the upper half-plane. 
The Type I system power integral is 
V:k f  
2 4 2a co dm 
It can be put in the general form of IQ as follows: 
_ jga2 c ( ^ f m4 dm \ 
1 - ' V^2«J J((| „ J) + Jœ(£)]t^ + jd[(| . a,2) - jm]J 
' i2a\c(êôf 3 
> -00 œ'(-d) + a^C-a^ - |) + "(jm^) + j|) + mjj 
œ3(j) + m2(_c^ - |) + œ(-ja| - j|) + ^  | 
eu4 dm 
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From this expression, the bQ and are 
g^œ) = bqœ4 + ^ cd2 + b^ 
3 2 h (co) = a cd + a,aj + a co + a, 
n O 1 2 3 
b0 = 1 
b1 = 0 
b2 = 0 
ao - "J 
ai " "(CUL + 
a2= j(cuL z + g) 
a3 = "ï m 
Hie solution of the bracketed function is: 
-a_b_ + aJx - a0alb2 2 0 0 1 &3 -a b 2 0 
2 a0^a0a3 " 
£+*• 
i. m m 
(J2)[^(f) + Vf)2 + § 1 
m 
2a0^a0&3 " \a2^ 
Therefore 
2 2 
P^ » j2a rn^clg = j2<r m^c 
•V -?® * • 
m m 
- + 
(J2)(f)("f + ^ (|) + |) 
°i + + m ' 
k 2 
Let — = co , then 
m 0 
2 + 4 P1 = a nuc^ 
,c* 2 ' 
™L + + <°0 
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If, additional il y, critical damping is assumed, then c = 4km and, dividing 
numerator and denominator "by 
§ * A 2(~) + A2 2 
a mo^ 
1 + 2(% + (^)2 
*L *L 
The Type II system power integral is solved in the same manner. In 
the standard form given previously 
2* 
03 
CD8 + (a2-2P)cu6 + ( p2+26 - 2Çtf )œ4 + (t-2ÔP)CD2 + 52 
2 2a 
2 , 2 CU  ^ + CD 
dm. 
Qhe upper half-plane roots of the denominator are found using the same pro­
cedure as "before. The second "bracketed term is easily solved as (cDj+j^) 
Tbe first "bracketed term is algebraically more tedious to solve. 
A method which will somewhat reduce the quantity of work makes use of the 
fact that the final form is known to be, for the upper half-plane roots, 
co4 - jAw3 - Ecu2 + jCco + D. 
"When this term is multiplied by its conjugate as follows 
[CD4 - jACD3 - ccrB + jCco + D] [CD4 + jAco3 - co*!? - jCco + D] 
= CD8 + CD6 (A2 - B - B) + CD4 (D + D - AC - AC + B2) 
+ co2 (-ED - BD + C2) + D2 , 
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direct comparison with the original denominator shows that it becomes 
(m4 - jam3 - pœ2 + jfca + ô)(m4 + jam3 - pm2 - jym +6). 
Therefore, the power integral may be written as follows : 
00 
P2 . (jaMcy2)^)2 ^  vith I5 = 
where F( jm) = jm5 + (o^+a)m4 -j(ao^+p)m3 - (pm^+f )m2 + j (70^+6)01 + 
From this equation, the constants a and b are 
n n 
bQ » ° aQ = j 
b^ = 0 a^ = (o^ + a) 
bg = 1 ag = -j((%m^ + P) 
bg = 0 a3 = -(Po^ + y) 
\ • 0 a4 = jCr^ + 6) 
a, 
'5-5mL 
The solution of the integral is 
, „ K5 
vbere 
"Vo '""oVs + V4 + a2a5 ' a2a3a4J 
+ (~a£a5 + %) + aob2 (a0aS " Vj 
a "Jj 
+ a0b3 <-a0a3 + ala2) + ("Ws + aoa3 + - Vaa: 
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% - ao4 " " Wrt + + =ia! + V&s 
" ala2a3a4 " 
Because only bg is different from zero, simplifies easily to 
M5 = aQb2 (aQa5 - a^a^) = j [j6m^ - j(m^-K%)(ym^+6)] 
2 M,. = f<u^  + QSyoj^  + cc&. 
Evaluation of proceeds by steps as follows. 
2 
a0 = -1 
a5 = *2<\ 
2 2 .d 2 
a0 5 = "G *L 
a0Sl = + 
a0aia4a5 a -(^L + + ô^5tii) 
a4a5 " dSa^Crc^ + 6) 
p 
= -(ya^ + oya^ + cu^ô ~~ 
= -[6r 0^ + (osr + 62)a^ + os2^] 
-2aQa1a4a5 » 2 [ 8yo^ + (as + Ô2)o^ + os2^] 
a0a2 = jW)(<%*]_ + P) - (««l + P) 
a0a2a3a5 * -(°^L + +T KSo^) 
a3a5 ° +T ) 
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= -Ô^ [apûc^ + (p2 + + pf] 
"
A0A2A3A5 " + (6P2 + 0^5)0^ + PRSA^] 
a0a4 = + Ô) = -(tWjl + 5) 
A0A3A4 * "^RAI + S^P2AF + 2&T^L + T2) 
a2 = (Po^ + -f)2 = p%2 + S&fcn^  + r2 
a0a3a4 = rP2^ + (5P2 + 2pr2)^ + (2Prô + r3)<\ + &r2 3 
= (o^ + a)2 = (œ2 + aao^ + a2) 
a2 = -(yo)^ + ô)2 = - W2u\ + 2f6a>1 + Ô2] 
a^a2 = -(r2<\ + + ô2)(co2 + 2om^ + a2) - -[ y2o^ + (2pô + 20tf2) 
+ (4cer6 + ô2 + a2Y2)a^ + (2QS2 + Zx2y"6 Ja^+S2»2] 
2 a^ag = ôcûj^a^ + a) = ôa^ + aSa^ 
&2 = -(cto^ + p)2 = -(a2o^ + 23p<u^ + p ) 
a^a2a^ = - [(ôd^ + osm^)(a2a^ + aapo^ + p2)] 
= - [a^o^ + (2ap6 + a3ô)a^ + (p2ô + 2a2pô)a^ + (o6p2)m^] 
a1a2 = -j(a^ + a)(c&i^ + p) = -j[aa^ + (a2 + p)m^ + ap] 
a3a4 = -j(r^ + 6)(P^ + r) = -d trP^2 + (sp + r2)^ + Sri 
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-a^BgE^a^ = [ao^ + (a2 + p)m^ + ap] [yPa^ + (ôp + y2)m^ + 5^3 
= [(ogr)a^ + (asp + cej-2 + a%p + p2)u^ 
+ (ap2r + c&r + c&p + a%2 + sp2 + Pr2)^ 
+ (a2dy + per + asp2 + ar2P)w^ + apey ] . 
Now collect the terms as coefficients of powers of cu^. In the process of 
collecting these terms, many cancel and a much shortened form results. 
(opr - cfa - r2) 
+ 0\ 
+ (\ 
+ tiï 
+ 
a2-j-p - a3ô - ctf2) 
-Pr2 + ap2r - a2ps) 
•T3 - a2yô + ar2p) 
-dy2 - ô2»2 + aprô) 
(apr - ot2ô - r2)(<\ + C£œi + + + s). 
Combining all of these evaluations, 
p2 . (j2„v=x^)2 —% rv r a— ( J2)(0£^-a25^rd)(a^-K&^+Pti^-fra)1+5 ) 
Returning to the original parameters 
aPr - a2?) - r2 = rt^^r)-^2^ = % Mf)2(§?) 
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T*ï+ ara\+ 0:5 = (§)(~2 +f)°ï+ +~2)ctiL + 
mx mz 
Substitution of these terms into the power expression results in further 
cancellation of terms. The final form is then 
<! • • S 
p » ims, Si S2 . 
mx mz 
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APPENDIX E 
An Analog Si mil at ion of the Power Integral 
An attempt to investigate the Type II system was made using analog 
computer techniques. The results obtained by this method were generally 
inconclusive, primarily because of excessive d-c drift in the operational 
amplifiers used. Although the results were of questionable value, the 
complete simulation is described because some of the techniques employed 
were unusual and because they might be used to advantage in the simulation 
of a similar problem at some future time. A photograph of the laboratory 
set-up used is shown in Fig. 15. 
The programming of the differential equations on the computer fol­
lowed techniques known for some time. Because of the drift and instability 
of the amplifiers, the Type II system was programmed in such a manner that 
a minimum of interaction between the two closed loops of amplifiers took 
place. Oils was not the most efficient connection as can be seen from 
Fig. 16, but it appeared to be the best possible choice. 
The generation of -the required random function and the subsequent 
filtering to produce the required frequency spectrum presented difficulties 
for two reasons: l) a random noise generator with an output spectrum flat 
to zero cycles per second was not available, and 2) a filter with the 
proper response and a high frequency cut-off of 1.0 cycles per second was 
not available. An attempt to use frequency scaling was unsuccessful be­
cause the multiplying constants for the computer variables became too 
different in magnitude for the range of the computer amplifiers used. 
Fig. 15. Analog computer set-up 
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Fig. 16, Analog coniputer schematic 
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To overcome these difficulties in obtaining the required driving 
function for the problem, the output of a noise generator "with an output 
spectrum flat from 30 cycles per second to 20,000 cycles per second was 
mixed with a constant amplitude, constant frequency 10,000 cycles per 
second signal from an audio oscillator and the resulting envelope detected 
with a bridge rectifier. Hie output of the rectifier was then a signal 
with a spectrum which was flat from zero cycles per second to nearly 
10,000 cycles per second, well above the highest frequency known to be 
important. The circuitry used is shown in Fig. 17. 
The flat spectrum signal was then applied to an active filter to 
obtain the required spectrum for input to the computer. The required ve­
locity spectrum was found from the squared velocity spectrum, 
2 2 o2 ax |v( jœ)|2=-g 
01^  + 03 
This may be written in terms of the complex variables as 
V(S) = 
From the analog computer diagram, it can be seen that the signal input 
should be the acceleration spectrum which is 
X (s) = s V(s) = <tn/2~c^ (s +S^) 
To obtain this spectrum, an active filter was used. The output of such a 
" 11 11 
filter is given by XQ (s) = T(s) * X^(s). Since X^(s) is 1.0 for a flat 
spectrum, only T(s) is of interest. If an operational amplifier (a high 
+250 
6L6 6AL5 I2AU 7 300 
I0K 
0 .1  o./ 
5 70 
1500 
4 70K 470K 
0.35 470K IK 
/ A/ 
POT 
10 KC 
Fig. 17. Driving function circuit 
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gain d-c amplifier) is used, then 
Z2(s) 
T(s) = — 
^(s) 
•where Z^( s) is the feedback impedance from output to input and Z^(s) is an 
impedance in series with the applied signal, as shown in Fig. 18a. T(s) 
is known, is proportional to the acceleration spectrum, and may be written 
as follows : 
Z f s) 
mf \ 2V s f s \ /S + a < 
^ ~ Z^(s) ~ s + + a s + ) 
From this, set Z^(s) - S ^ - = 1 + a/s 
z2(s) ° RRI; "1 + 
a - + a -
The synthesis was completed by adjusting the impedance level and assuming 
a value for of co^ = 5 radians per second. Die final filter circuit, 
with input from the driving function circuit, is shown in Fig. 18b. This 
circuit gave an output with very nearly the proper spectrum and with a 
m a g n i t u d e  p r o p o r t i o n a l  t o  t h e  d e s i r e d  o u t p u t  b e c a u s e  t h e  f a c t o r  a w a s  
not included. Because the simulation required calibration of the final 
power reading, this factor of proportionality was of no significance in 
this solution. 
The method used to obtain a value for the average power dissipation 
employed operational amplifiers, a diode bridge rectifier, a diode squaring 
circuit and a heavily damped d-c milliammeter. A voltage proportional to 
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Fig. 18. Filter circuit 
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^ vas available from the computer and vas used to obtain a current pro­
portional to the instantaneous pover according to the following formula: 
The output of the computer, vas multiplied, by means of a poten­
tiometer, by Vc" vhere the appropriate value of c vas determined from 
c c 
either the j or — potentiometer in the computer circuitry. This vas pos­
sible because the values of J and m vere assumed known. To obtain the 
square of the quantity Vc" gjr , the voltage proportional to this quantity 
vas first rectified (to obtain the absolute value) and then used as the 
input to the squaring circuit. Because the voltage levels required in the 
diode circuits were of the order of volts and those levels available from 
the computer were of the order of millivolts, amplification of the computer 
output was obtained by using operational amplifiers. A buffer stage vas 
also necessary because of the different impedance levels between the opera­
tional amplifier output and the rectifier input. 
The output of the squaring circuit was a current proportional to 
p(t). This output was obtained using a circuit which performed the fol-
2 lowing operation : iQu^ ~ k(v^) vhere the constant k was chosen to ob­
tain suitable current levels. This current was then passed through a 5 
milliampere d-c ammeter which was heavily damped with 8,000 microfarads 
of capacitance. The combination of the inertia of the meter movement, the 
internal resistance of the meter and the large external capacitance gave a 
very satisfactory intergrating device. As a result the meter deflection 
was proportional to the average power dissipated in the damping c. 
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The circuitry used to obtain an amplified voltage proportional to 
VGT is shown in Fig. 19. In Fig. 20, the buffer stage, the bridge recti­
fier, the squaring circuit and the averaging circuit are shown. Because 
balanced circuits were used, the two different power supplies and ground 
points are indicated in this diagram. In the complete simulation problem, 
a total of four different power supplies and grounds were necessary, as 
noted on the diagrams. 
In order to obtain quantitative information from this simulation, 
the meter deflections had to be calibrated. This was accomplished by 
assuming a problem for •which the analytical solution was easily obtained, 
programming this problem on the computer and then recording the meter 
reading for a value of power found analytically. A typical calibration 
used was 1.0 milliamperes equals 14 milliwatts. 
to -Q'ÇyO 
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Fig. 20. Squaring and averaging circuit 
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APPENDIX F 
Calculations of Power Output of the Heart 
Dukes (5) presents the following equation for the calculation of the 
work done by the heart: 
The first term on the right represents the work done in moving a given quan­
tity of blood, Q, against the resisting pressure, R, and the second term 
represents the work done in giving this blood mass, m, a velocity, V. The 
constant g is the acceleration of gravity, equal to 9.8 meters per second 
per second. In the metric system, the force unit newton and weight unit 
kilogram show a one to one correspondence in value, thus, the energy is ac­
tually equal to the number of kilogram-meters. Power, that is, energy per 
unit time, is then given in watts if the units are made newton-meters per 
second. Since the usual quantitative unit of blood volume flow is liters 
per minute, and since m equals volume flow times the specific gravity of 
the blood, the following modified equation will give the power output of 
the heart in watts if: Q is the minute volume of blood flow of the heart 
in liters; R is the blood pressure in meters of blood; V is the blood 
velocity in meters per second; m is the blood mass moved per minute; and 
g is the gravitational constant. The l/60 multiplier is the conversion 
factor from minutes to seconds so that the resulting unit is watts. 
P = 1/60 
For the cow, from data in Dukes (5), 
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Q = 55 liters per minute 
R = 120 mm Eg = (I20)(l3)/l000 meters of "blood 
m = Q x sp. gr. = 35 (1.06) kilograms per minute 
V = 1.5 meters per second 
Substituting these values into the above equation, the power output of the 
heart of a cow is approximately 12 watts. 
For the dog, from data in Dukes (5), 
Q = 1.45 liters per minute 
R = 160 mm Eg = (I60)(l3)/l000 meters of blood 
m = 1.45 (l.Oô) kilograms per minute 
V = 0.124 meters per second 
Substituting these values into the above equation, the power output of the 
heart of the dog is approximately 0.6 watt. 
